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SALERNO:

By FRANK GILLARD, Representing the Confined British Press

Salerno,

September 13 (delayed)

Mo arc finding nore and norc evidence of careful preparations node by the

Germans to safeguard themselves Against -possible Italian collapse. The German

Sixteenth Armoured Division took over the Salerno Gulf area, and general control

of coasted, defence was in their hands. Tterc is a report that General Gonzaga,

G.O.C. Italian Coastal Division responsible for the static defences of this Gulf

was shot by the Germans for non-cooperation. On September eight, a general'

warning order was issued and that night, just a few hours before our arriyal

the last of the pun positions was taken over from the Italians by the Germans.

The Germans were indeed well prepared to meet us* After all this our early

capture of the beaches despite their strong opposition was a shock to then end

quite unexpected* The roads and tracks running inland from Salerno Gulf cross a

considerable number of dykes and streams and ditches in the first mile or so of

marshy country near the shore. Yet I have not yet cone across one bridge blown

or demolished. There was also a surprising absence of mines inland though on

the beaches they wore laid in groups of three parallel linos about three yards ■

apart, starting fifty feet or so above high watermark* possibly there was a

shortage of Teller nines. In short there is reason to believe the Germans con-

sidered the emergency measures taken in the early days of September along this

Gulf would suffice to repel an Allied invasion attack*

Now they know how seriously they misjudged our strength and underrated our

capabilities.

German tactics here in the fighting of the last few days in Salerno Gulf

have been audacious but stereotyped. They have made much use of light mobile

columns consisting of infantry, tanks, and supporting arms which have put in an

appearance at one spaot and caused some trouble and then withdrawn rapidly with

the intention of harassing more allied forces somewhere else and causing complete £

confusion. These "-penny packets" had a limited success at first but their value
.

to the enemy is rapidly diminishing as we get wise to them and know how to tackle

then*

Some sections of the Panzer division have been working on a special technique*
A section, about ten men strong, advances on its .objective. An N.C.O. about ton

yards in the rear directs light machine-gun fire which covers the flanks of the

advance. The men go forward by leaps and bounds until they are within grenade

range. Then the throw in their grenades and make a final assault on the target*

This morning I heard how the Germans attempted to seize a dominating hill

feature held by our troops at the point of deepest penetration in the British sector

about nine miles inland. * Last night under cover of darkness they fired smoke

shells on the lower ’.slopes of this height and- behind this screen they rapidly
advanced to paut in an attank first with mortars and machine-guns to make our men

keep) their heads down and then finally an infantry assault which sweptt the British

troop)s right off the hill.

But their success was brief for wo Immediately countcr-attacked driving the

enemy off the hill again, restoring the situation and consolidating it.

Civilian refugees .arc beginning to become a problem* IVhon we landed we found

the coastal area practically empty of -people. They had escaped to the hills inland*
Now they are returning, many of them telling stories of German atrocities*

/more
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I have been writing this despatch in a walnut orchard just off a

country lane a village* German troops are holding this

lane just a couple miles or so further along and the village is •also

in their hands. Yet there has been a steady trickle of civilians-past
here, in the last two hour's, some oh foot and some on "bicycles, a few in

ponycarts, all coming dawn towards -bur positions.

They are coming down into -an area . still -liable to be shelled and

bombed* There can. be no provision made at present for supplying food to •
outlying hamlets and dwellings and most of these people-will, find their

houses damaged or wrecked by shells or bombs. If left lineared for they

would.suffer terribly, so gee are collecting them all together in a former

Italian barracks vhcrc they- wi11 be fed and housed-until conditions improve*

But...pd. present we have our hands full enough with the actual affairs of -
battle and we cannot take on too much responsibility towards these refugees.

if the numbers ■ increase wc may : not be able to cope with them all*

This morning I. met a colonel who come over -with. us in the landing

party, I asked..him what pur supply situation was like for he of all people

..was in the best .position to know*.

"Its excellent," he assured me, "plenty .of everything, dnd- particularly
ammunition. They mil ‘wear out the barrels of their guns before they spend

out all the ammunition wc have brought into this bridgehead,"

That this is so is a groat tribute to the Royal Navy and Merchant Navy
and' to the air force which gave the ships cover and to pioneers and other

■workers on the beaches who have carried on with the -work of unloading by.

day .and night ever since -wc landed under ceaseless enemy fire.

Men -re still dying each day on these "beaches "bat "the work goes on

without a pause.

This colonel told he how a medical officer . 'Who accompanied, us bn

the crossing from Africa met his death here in'ltaly, In his Red Cross

car this doctor had driven up into the most forward area to search for

British wounded. Suddenly a German tank swung round a corner right on top

of him. The tank crew respected the Red Cross and the doctor got out and

explained to them what his mission, was. They allowed him to. carry bn. A,

few minutes later a second enemy tank spotted the doctor’s car and these men

had no' scruples. In spite of the Red Cross clearly marked they opened

fire blowing up the vehicle and- killing the doctor.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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